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The month in view

Coming up………..

• Conservation & Sightings
• Reserve work & Projects
• Sable darting
• Cyber tracker assessment 
• Kruger park
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Our semester abroad team entered their final month – covering further 
modules in the ‘Ecosystem management’ programme at Fleming 
college. 

Remember to ‘Like’ the Askari Facebook page to receive daily sightings and project updates 
to your news feed http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme

African wildcat – a special nocturnal sighting
This was an incredible sighting for the
team on our nocturnal monitoring
drive. Not only the chance to see an
African wildcat but for long enough to
even get a photo and witness a hunt!
It leapt up in the air, pouncing on a
small rodent.

Sadly these small, nocturnal cats are
at risk for 2 main reasons. The first
being habitat loss and the 2nd loss of
genetic integrity. The wildcat is very
closely related to the domestic cat –
the same species in fact, only
separating at sub-species level.

The 2 cats mate and hybridise and unfortunately, because they are so genetically similar, the offspring are
not infertile. That means they can then go onto breed as well, and with a little less “wild” cat each time, the
genetic identity becomes diluted and lost. The only way to test for a 100% pure African wildcat is by taking a
DNA sample.

http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme
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Sable darting
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The team joined with Assistant reserve manager Andrew to help move 16 Sable antelope this month.
With Dr Pete Rogers, a mixture of male and female animals, around 18 months old, were removed from
the breeding camps. They were sedated and loaded into the trailer then taken across the river to Langa
Langa. They have settled well since in their new wild habitat and been seen to stick together.

Cyber tracking assessment 
After many months of practice, the team were ready to tackle the official ‘Cyber tracker’ assessment
with Lee Gutteridge and Kersey Lawrence of ‘Nature Guide Training’. With 60 questions to answer it was
a gruelling day but the team were amazing and we were so proud of them, all scoring more than 60%
and even a Level 1 tracker award too.
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Remember to ‘follow’ us on Twitter to receive daily sightings and project tweets. Follow 
#Askarivolunteer

Reserve projects
The team did a great job to collect up a huge pile of old farming fence from the southern end of buffalo
camp. This wire was removed by a number of teams last year and it was time to drag it all up to the shed
ready for disposal.
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Alien plant control continued against both ‘Prickly
pear’ and ‘Lantana’ and Road maintenance work
also continued. The 2 teams collected final data
towards their Experimental Design Projects. One
looking at the effect of borehole depth on benthic
invertebrate ecology and the second looking at the
effect of large predators on small, nocturnal species
diversity. We look forward to seeing the results!
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Enjoy wildlife video action on the Askari You Tube channel. To join us in the 
sightings, simply follow http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP
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Wildlife monitoring, Conservation & Sightings
Some fantastic sightings this month included the Askari pride lionesses and cubs, elephants and even a
brown hyaena. She stuck around long enough for a photo and we were able to identify her as female
‘Jaggedy’, one of our original translocated females. So nice to see her still around and doing well.

Just a couple of highlights from this month’s Kruger Park trip included the elusive African Wild dog and
this stunning sighting of a Saddle-billed stork trying to swallow a baby Nile crocodile!

http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP

